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1. Overview and executive summary 

Background 

Following previous work in support of our composer member, the Incorporated Society 
of Musicians (ISM) launched a survey of composers on 19 April 2012 which ran until the 
12 June 2012. We received comments from 120 composers. 

The survey covered expected sources of income, the role of publishers, intellectual 
property and Sound And Music (SAM), the Arts Council England funded body for new 
music. Some miscellaneous questions were also asked about the role of small venues 
and general issues which may affect composers. 

 

Summary findings 

1. One in ten composers expect income from commissioning to decrease in 
significance along with other sources of income, whilst arrangements and 
royalties are expected to increase in importance. 
 

2. The operation of Sound And Music (SAM) has divided opinion. Whilst some 
composers had highlighted problems with the way it operated there is a new 
Chief Executive who has expressed a desire to hear from and engage with 
composers. 

 

3. Composers experiences of publishers varies significantly, with some saying their 
publisher ‘is excellent,’ many operating as self-published members and some 
experiencing difficulties with how publishers operate. 
 

4. On specific proposals to create a photocopying license, opinion was divided in 
half. Many composers saw the need to modernise the available options for users 
of music, but some were genuinely concerned that there could be a knock-on 
impact on payments they receive for the sale of copies. 
 

5. A high 77% of composers believe that they do not get paid a fair amount in 
royalties and license payments, with just 7% stating that they did receive suitable 
payment. A higher 82% believed that they did not receive sufficient payment for 
performances in small venues – many cited accuracy of reporting in the 
comments as a reason for this. 
 

6. Repeat – and first – performances were sometimes problematic, but for most 
musicians the success rate was variable. 

 

About the ISM: The Incorporated Society of Musicians (ISM) is the UK’s professional body for musicians, 
providing a distinctive range of services to its membership which includes performers, composers, music 
teachers and industry professionals. The Incorporated Society of Musicians aims to promote the art of music 
and champion the interests of musicians, raising professional standards, and providing legal advice and other 
benefits to its members. The ISM has over 100 corporate members including all the music Conservatoires, 
university music departments, Trinity Guildhall, ABRSM, Association of British Orchestras, Federation of Music 
Services, Jazz Services, Music for Youth, Oxford University Press as well as music industry and trade 
organisations such as the Music Industries Association, Yamaha Music, and the International Artist Managers’ 
Association. 
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2. Questions asked 

This is a full list of all the questions that were asked in the ISM Composers Survey 2012. 
 

Basic background questions 

Questions 1 – 4 were personal information questions. The core question was whether or not people identified 
as composers. The 14 respondents who were not composers were removed from the sample for the summary 
data, though not for the free text responses. 
 

Commissioning 

5. If you are a composer, what do you consider to be your most important source of income? 

6. If you are a composer, which of these sources of income do you think will increase in significance over 
the next few years? 

7. Are you concerned that some commissioners of work try to secure publishing rights as well as the 
commission itself when commissioning work from you? 
 

Protecting your intellectual property 

8. Do you think you receive sufficient remuneration for your compositions through royalties and license 
(PRS) payments? 

9. Do you have any specific comments on how rights payments work in the UK, Europe and the world? 

10. Do you feel publishers remunerate you sufficiently for the sale of your work and protect your rights? 

11. If publishers launched a licensing scheme allowing the photocopying of music, would this undermine 
your income from the sale of multiple copies of music? 

12. Are you concerned about the increase in illegal copying of music? 

13. How do you think your intellectual property would be best protected? - Open-Ended Response 
 

Sound And Music  

14. What do you think SAM and the Arts Councils should be doing for composers and new music? 
 

Repeat performances 

15. Does your music receive repeat performances? 

16. On a scale of 1-5, with 1 being the easiest and 5 the most difficult, how difficult do you think it is to 
secure second performances for your new compositions? 

17. What do you think could/should be done to encourage repeat performances of new works? 
 

Final questions 

18. Do you get a fair share of payment when your music is performed in small venues? 

19. Are there any other issues which you think are of vital importance to contemporary composers which 
you think the ISM should be focussing on? 

20. Would you be prepared to take part in a campaign to promote the rights of composers? 

21. Do you have any case studies or examples of when you have faced challenges as a composer? 
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2. Summary results 
With non-composer results removed 

Basic background questions 

3. Are you a composer? 

Yes No 

89.6% (120) 10.4% (14) 

 

(The feedback from the 14 non-composers responding to the survey was 
removed from the further results set out below.) 

 

Commissioning 

5. If you are a composer, what do you consider to be your most important source of 
income? 

6. If you are a composer, which of these sources of income do you think will 
increase in significance over the next few years? 
 

 

 

7. Are you concerned that some commissioners of work try to secure publishing 
rights as well as the commission itself when commissioning work from you? 
 

Yes No 

47% 53% 
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Protecting your intellectual property 

8. Do you think you receive sufficient remuneration for your compositions through 
royalties and license (PRS) payments? [Percentage of respondents.] 

 

 

9. Do you have any specific comments on how rights payments work in the UK, 
Europe and the world? 

See free text responses. 
 

10. Do you feel publishers remunerate you sufficiently for the sale of your work and 
protect your rights? 
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11. If publishers launched a licensing scheme allowing the photocopying of music, 
would this undermine your income from the sale of multiple copies of music? 

Yes No n/a 

34 34 19 

 

12. Are you concerned about the increase in illegal copying of music? 
 

 

 

13. How do you think your intellectual property would be best protected? 

See free text responses. 
 

Sound And Music (SAM) 

 

14. What do you think SAM and the Arts Councils should be doing for composers and 
new music? 

See free text responses. 
 

Repeat performances 

15. Does your music receive repeat performances? 

Yes No Both 

30 5 49 

 

16. On a scale of 1-5, with 1 being the easiest and 5 the most difficult, how difficult 
do you think it is to secure second performances for your new compositions? 

57

37

6

Are you concerned about the increase in illegal 
copying of music?

Yes

No

No answer
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1 2 3 4 5 

5% 7% 37% 29% 22% 

 

17. What do you think could/should be done to encourage repeat performances of 
new works? 

See free text responses. 
 

Final questions 

18. Do you get a fair share of payment when your music is performed in small 
venues? 

 

 

19. Are there any other issues which you think are of vital importance to 
contemporary composers which you think the ISM should be focussing on? 

See free text responses. 

20. Would you be prepared to take part in a campaign to promote the rights of 
composers? 

Not published. 

21. Do you have any case studies or examples of when you have faced challenges as 
a composer?  

See free text responses. 
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3. Free text responses to questions  

This section contains the free text responses from composers and the small number of 
respondents who did not list themselves as composers. 

Blank answers have been removed, repeat answers collated, and some answers which 
identify the respondent or stray from the remit of the question have been redacted or 
edited. 

Question numbers refer to the original number of the question and so some numbers, 
including personal information, will be omitted. 

 

Basic background questions 

There were no real free-text boxes that we will publish with this. 

Commissioning 

4. If you are a composer, what do you consider to be your most important source 
of income? - Other (please specify) 

Teaching (23 – including lecturer, academic and educator). 

Sale of printed work and publishing (3). 

Other responses: Editing, examining, organ and choir work, writing, licensing music, 
pension, awards. 

 

6. If you are a composer, which of these sources of income do you think will 
increase in significance over the next few years? - Other (please specify) 

Not sure / none / other work (17) ‘I write electro-acoustic music’ ‘continue to be irregular’ 

Academic/teaching (3) ‘academic salary allows me to be less concerned about 
commissioning monies or royalties than a freelance composer.’ 

Grants, CD productions and collaborations, soundtracks, songs and arrangements, 
downloads, sales of publications. 

 

7. Are you concerned that some commissioners of work try to secure publishing 
rights as well as the commission itself when commissioning work from you? - 
Please comment 

Do not know or not applicable (3) 

Does not affect me (9) ‘but I support composers effected’ ‘This only applies to commercial 
(e.g. film and TV) work, so not to me - but it is a serious problem for people who work in 
these areas.’ ‘I think it's outrageous!’ ‘I haven’t encountered this’ 

Collective action is essential to deal with this problem.  There is a significant danger that 
gov't will decide that copyright is too complicated to preserve the direct payment of 
royalties to writers and see the exclusive assignment to PRS as anti competitive when in 
fact it is an essential protection for composers. 

As long as there is a definite term to the publishing/performance exclusivity. 
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This sometimes seems very difficult to avoid, and is compounded by my lack of 
understanding of contract wording! 

Yes (6) ‘I am often put off entering competitions etc when the completed piece (if 
successful) essentially belongs to the commissioning body rather than the composer.’ ‘it is 
commission under duress’ 

Within the realm of classical music, these concerns would apply only to a handful of 
composers.  I'm not concerned because most of my commissions are unpaid - and I'm 
talking about some of the world's leading ensembles and performers! 

None of the commissioners of my previous works sought to secure publishing rights. 

Especially anything to do with TV, although banned by PRS many TV companies make it 
almost impossible not to give them the publishing rights. 

I'm exclusively published by asdfasdfasdfasdf 

especially arrangements which usually incorporate a large amount of compositional skill 
and unique material 

Given the poor state that publishers are in now, due to the slashing of PRS on concert & 
now BBC performances, it's possible that very little benefit can be gained by having one's 
work published in the normal way; a commissioner is usually also a promoter, who can 
stand to gain by promoting commissioned works. 

If they're paying for me to write it, then I'm OK with them also publishing it. 

 

Protecting your intellectual property 

8. Do you think you receive sufficient remuneration for your compositions 
through royalties and license (PRS) payments? - Please comment 

Royalty payments for classical compositions do not in any way reflect the many weeks or 
months of creative input required. 

If PRS/ASCAP  paid me for every performance I receive, I might make a small income 
instead of next to nothing 

The price PRS can achieve for use of music is the product of free negotiation.  Too many 
users are seeking to drive the prices of music down. 

certain events/ festivals do not register 

PRS payments are c. 10% of my actual performances 

Payments are very modest for live performances 

PRS system for agreed places is insufficient 

The venues in which classical, as opposed to mass-audience, media function have been 
marginalized in tariff terms in recent years. 

I haven't joined PRS so it's my fault 

The royalty payment system in the UK is a disgrace. Classical composers are hardly 
receiving anything in the UK, most of the money goes to popular music, which is totally 
out of proportion to the time spent writing a work; and the fact that so many pieces are 
now written without a commission make a lose lose situation for classical composers. 

PRS Royalties are appallingly low. 

PRS royalties are often pathetically small, even for significant performances. 

Royalities from some publishers are better than others of course - but there is an 
increasing tendency to calcualate the percentage on net reciepts rather than selling price. 
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PRS payments are poor, on the whole 

My compositions have been played thousands of times in schools concerts over the last 
thirty years. Not a penny! 

Such(small) income is often neglected to be paid regularly 

Much compositional work is quite badly paid 

PRS/MCPS registration system is treacherous for the uninitiated 

I raised this issue as a committee member on the Performer/Composer ISM committee. 
PRS has become absurd. 

Hard to track some airplay and performances 

Too much reliance on sampling 

I get nothing from PRS because most of my music is used in churches or schools where no 
PRS royalties are due. 

Sales royalties are adequate, PRS income is pathetic despite a fairly healthy performance 
record 

My performances have stayed pretty constant over the past few years, but royalties from 
PRS/MCPS have plummeted. We inform them about all those performances we know 
about, and provide all documentation required.  We fill in USA ASCAP forms every year 
(and there were lots of performances of my music in the USA), but payments have 
reduced to almost nil!  If one emails them, we get no response at all.  They are an 
appalling organisation, with a complete monopoly over royalty distribution.  There should 
be a big enquiry into PRS/MCPS in my view! 

Is 10% about right? 

£6 for a live performance in a small venue is not very much at all when your works are 
performed infrequently as an early career composer. 

Many of the concerts that my works are performed in are free of charge, or don't seem to 
appear on the PRS database. 

 

9. Do you have any specific comments on how rights payments work in the UK, 
Europe and the world? - Open-Ended Response 

PRS want more of our money for admin - my last distribution was £1.12 - and I have 
around 100 works being played around the world every day - though admittedly, I don't 
write the kind of music that attracts big returns. 

The corporate side of the industry is inefficient and badly organised.  Record companies 
are too powerful.  Collecting societies can be too nationalistic and factors such as social 
and cultural funds are not transparent.  The US is protectionist -as are some of the 
european territories.  Too few composers have an adequate understanding of copyright 
administration and too many publishers are simplistic in their approach. 

‘Other countries are better, e.g. Scandinavia and Germany. The USA is at least as bad as 
the UK.’ ‘Unfortunately in the UK the issue of rights payments is not taken very seriously 
(compared to Denmark).’ 

I belong to a non-UK rights society, and processing of royalties is extremely slow - 
whether this is due to the PRS or my society or a combination of both I don't know. 

it's deplorable that the PRS abandoned its earlier policy to bias its payments towards 
concert composers 

Royalties are not effectively or adequately collected across international borders. 
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PRS doesn't make it easy for composers writing one or two works a year. I regularly earn 
20 - 100 pounds per year from performances that seemingly took place three - five years 
ago. My performances abroad tend to be better reported than my UK appearances. 

If I could make money from composing I would retire immediately from academic life 

restrictions on copyright venues in UK mean that for most experimental music composers, 
venues and performances generate no income whatsoever 

live performance receive a disproportionately small amount of royalties. 

They seem to work on a far fairer basis in most other countries compared to the UK 

Yes. Many publishers are doing "double-dipping" into the rights pot. they charge their 
percentage of royalty (varies with each composer, and then they also charge what their 
foreign agents charge them for promoting the work. This should be made illegal. 

UK is very good, US is very difficult unless you have representation there. Europe is 
variable the best being GAS the worst being Spain, not even going to mention Eastern 
Europe. 

My earnings through royalties seem to decrease the more I compose ?? 

The PRS does not collect a high proportion of concert performances and many have been 
missed, particularly outside the UK. 

Not perfect because it's so broad brush; but I'm happy that it works as well as it does. 

Its terrible. PRS does not even pay claimed royalties and never replies to any 
correspondence. 

Clearly it fails to do what PRS was set up to do. Royalties from GEMA and northern Europe 
bring in far more. In the UK the power of the commercial biz has succeeded in 
marginalising low-volume high-octane classical activity. 

Only that the share percentage could be grater in favour of the composer 

I think that in the UK the system is now less efficient than it was at one time, indeed is 
often considerably inefficient. 

There should be an internationally-accepted 'classical' weighting to compensate for the 
hugely greater labour-intensivity involved in preparing one's work for performance. 

 

10. Do you feel publishers remunerate you sufficiently for the sale of your work 
and protect your rights? - Please comment 

One publisher pays me even when I know they are stretched to the limit. Another hasn't 
paid me for over 20 years for something that's been on most graded exam lists - even MU 
gave up on them. We're only talking £10s or £100s at most. The bigger ones pay as 
appropriate, but one recalled most of a payment as they said I'd been overpaid. 

I've said no although my work is not published.  Th reason for may reply is that I think 
that publishers do not do enough for their money. 

Publishers of classical music are hard pushed to earn sufficient income, so I don't 
personally blame them, but have found that they are unable to do any promotion because 
they are unable to get enough profit back from it. 

The general split is too biased towards the publisher. In the digital age the creator should 
get more as most of the work is already completed before the publisher has to do any 
work. 

Mine do a reasonable job. Promotion is the main problem, and they print on a very 
variable basis. The provision of specially-ordered "archive" or photo copies is sometimes 
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poor quality and expensive. 

They do what they can; more imaginative initiatives to incentivise performers to play 
modern music would be good - the difficulty being that amateur orchestras for instance 
get their material free online 

but music publishing is in dire straits and is unlikely to survive in the so-called classical 
sector for more than about another ten years 

My publisher is excellent. 

Music publishing is effectively dead.   Only the hiring of parts is worth anything.   
Publishers have no incentive to publish, say, a piano work. 

Publishers as individuals are often ok but there is an overall push by the publishing 
industry for greater control and more draconian rights that threaten the creative 
ecosystem. 

In my experience many publishers don't promote nearly enough, so the question of sales 
is almost completely academic. 

They offer outrageous deals to vulnerable composers. They are there to support their own 
earnings, and don't care much about the composer. 

My 'no' answer refers back to previous employment which included a composing/arranging 
role within my salary. There should have been some additional recognition of the creative 
role, through a royalty. 

They mostly protect their rights, if you're lucky that may include some of yours. 

I am mostly self-published 

I feel that a remuneration of 10% from sales is a little bit cheap. 

Publishers have a lot of overheads and lose on many of their publishers ventures. 

I think they protect rights but composers receive low return . Further, publicity is often 
not discussed in launching the work/s of a composer. We are all too often left the mercy of 
the Publisher as to the amount of publicity given. 

There are numerous online opportunities for publishing outside of traditional channels, so 
mainstream publishing will become more irrelevant 

But then many publishers are struggling at the moment so likely cannot afford to pay the 
coposers very well or even have sufficient staff to promote the works in their catalogue 

The reason of me willing to work with a publisher would not be for the remuneration but 
for the reputation or the image I could benefit of. 

One earns very little, but publishers are hard pressed and effectively lose money by taking 
us on: thus we can only (while PRS is so useless) feel grateful when we have one. 

The answer is really yes and now. I'm lucky to have a reasonably supportive publisher, 
but there ways in which I think they don't do enough. (Every composer feels the same, 
though.) 

compositional arrangement is recognised only if the commissioning composer makes the 
offer 

These days, I get the impression that publishers aren't that bothered - they'll print your 
music, but aren't interested in making much effort to promote or protect it - most of this 
now seems to fall to composers themselves. 

I self-publish at the moment 
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11. If publishers launched a licensing scheme allowing the photocopying of 
music, would this undermine your income from the sale of multiple copies of 
music? - Please comment 

It isn't going to make that much difference - it might actually help in some circumstances 
- but you're never going to stop people doing it anyway. 

Photocopying is already widespread. I cannot answer yes or no to this question. 

The impact on me personally would not be huge but I don't really see how this could be 
controlled 

I am perhaps a bad example as all my scores are available for free online (if someone 
wants a hard copy they cover my costs but this has never been requested). the 
photocopying rule on music is ridiculous, un-police-able, and serves only to create bad 
feeling for struggling artists who cannot afford the often exorbitant cost of scores (I have 
seen single sheets of music costing £10, preposterous). 

Yes, with the publishers who do manage to sell my works, no to those that don't. 

Absolutely would. 

In my case it would probably help. I would hope to receive income relating to 
compositions for which I currently receive nothing. 

Copying is so normal now and any return so low I doubt I'd lose or benefit 

I write a lot of choral music. As modern royalties are net receipts a cheaper download 
price will result in less income 

How could it not? Unless the license reflected the amount I would have earned had scores 
been sold/hired instead. 

It happens anyway and a formal licence could be checked on easily. 

Because there would be no real check on procedures 

It's more about PDfs now rather than photocopying 

It is impossible to say. 

logically this should increase not reduce revenue because it is largely un-policed however 
a glaring difficulty lies in the policing of this in the future 

But it would save me a lot of work! 

Some of my publishers do this already. In my view, all sales are good and you have to 
take the money where it comes. Even with licences to print, you're still looking at 'pence' 
in terms of royalties. 

It's bound to unless 'watermarked' with removal only possible on payment of a fee. 

It probably gets photocopied anyway - so increase fee to allow photocopying 

I already self-publish on the basis that people will make photocopies - I have a minimum 
order, but I also allow people to order a PDF and print as many copies as they need. 

 

12. Are you concerned about the increase in illegal copying of music? - Please 
comment 

This is a very immoral age we are living in and it is very difficult to stop this. 

Music has always been copied in various ways. the sharing of music needs considering and 
how to price accordingly. 

I think that for experimental and contemporary music this is not really important. So few 
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people have access to this kind of music that it is probably better is it is free. 

however, the cost of sheet music in the contemporary classical area has become such that 
copying is often the only way to access material 

Needs careful thought to compensate non-standard publications 

I believe in an open source philosophy. If people think it's worth something, they'll pay for 
it. We shouldn't deny access for those that cannot afford to pay. It's a naive view but I'll 
stand with it for now. 

Illegal copying/downloading is quickening the death of music in its current form. 

No, there has always been sharing of music, and no countermeasures have had any 
success against music copying. If the energy/money/time spent trying to fight this 
phantom were instead spent on finding ways (and there are plenty) to use sharing to 
musician's advantage the industry would be in  a much better position at the moment. 

Where possible sales should continue 

It's always been a problem. A licensing scheme, comparable to the one that operates for 
books, would help, by creating a legal channel. 

There should be more rigorous inspection in schools, churches, orchestral organisations. 

Pretty obvious. Also concerned that young people seem to think everything is free via the 
internet and that includes recordings and printed music. 

No because I dont happen to work in Educational or Choral sectors, but I understand this 
IS an issue. 

certainly in the audio area, this is out of control, however I also believe that the rules for 
copyright infringement are too severe, leading to lack of compliance and with it, difficulty 
in enforcement 

I am no more concerned than I've ever been. This is a real problem in the UK, far more so 
than in the US. Musicians in the UK seem to always want something for nothing - if they 
can get music free, even if it's a poor edition, they will. 

It's not just naive teenagers, who think all music is free anyway.  Only this weekend I was 
speaking to a noted performer who sees nothing wrong in walking round to his nearest 
photocopying shop to get extra copies rather than going through the laborious 
proceedings of ordering them on line from a leading publishing group. 

Unfortunately I can’t see how this would be regulated - it's just a side to music 

In particular, uploading complete recordings of my compositions to the Internet. 

My body of work is small enough that I'm aware of pretty much any performances. 

 

13. How do you think your intellectual property would be best protected? - Open-
Ended Response 

Tougher laws or global action (14) ‘A digital signature embedded in all the work.’ 

Relaxed including proposals to use creative commons (5) 

Better monitoring (1) 

Licensing scheme. 

Needs proper system for more remuneration from other-than-major publishers 

An active and fair infra-structure for music. An active and engaged audience would also 
help. 
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I am not sure it needs "protecting" - opportunities for it to generate income would be 
more useful 

Copyright with the right organisation(s), more secure/controlled viewing of scores 
(password-enable PDF), online viewing of scores (but unprintable). 

Clear digital (and other) labelling and encoding. Fair distribution of royalties to composers 
rather than primarily into the coffers of collecting agencies. 

In law, it is already. 

By giving a little more weight, via some other finance, to organisations such as PRS and 
ISM, giving them a louder voice. 

A culture of greater respect for printed music - copies get lost, defaced etc and then 
replaced with illegal photocopies. 

I am more concerned about issues of promotion and people not even wanting to pay 
composers in any way. 

By licensing photocopiers, like lending libraries. 

It is protected in theory but how is this policed - when people obtain illegal copies of  work 
via the internet how many are caught or fined? Very few I think. 

In contemporary classical, its not a question of protection against piracy or cover versions, 
as it is in pop.   We need EVERY performance to bring in a royalty, therefore premises 
should be licensed as a whole for the year and Messiah nights help fund new music. 

By teaching children ethics 

Better education at an early age - children need to understand how copyright works, 
particularly in the digital age. Surprisingly, I find it's music teachers who are the worst 
culprits! ALCS (of which I am also a member) produces resources for promoting fair use in 
schools etc. 

By legal tightening-up, and by increased encoding of all copyrighted material in digital 
form.  It is the present prevalence of digitisation that has allowed much of this 
downloading of scores & parts, and recordings, of course, can now be reproduced on one's 
computer at the cost of a pound per CD-R. 

I think it is as well protected as possible, without restricting performances or peoples' 
ability to see or hear the music.  After all, what's the point of having your intellectual 
property fully protected if it means noone gets to see or hear your music. 

I think the system in place is the correct way to do things, although, that doesn't always 
mean that it works. 

I'm not sure it can be - it is simple for music to be copied, scanned, whatever. A lot of 
people want to buy music but find it too expensive in large quantities eg a large choir. 

If the PRS kept copies of the scores 

By musicians' honesty, which I have a reasonable amount of trust in. That is, I trust 
musicians not to rip off anyone who can't afford to be ripped off (which currently includes 
me). If I become rich through my music and people photocopy it at that point, I'm not 
going to object unless the amount becomes damaging. At the moment, I think most 
people performing my music are willing to pay me for it. 
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Sound And Music 

 

14. What do you think SAM and the Arts Councils should be doing for composers 
and new music? 

There should be a reversion to former goals --promotion of composers of 'classical' music 
and promotion of ACCESS to this music. 

Give them a bit of money 

Supporting this important art form and recognising the skill and experience base 
composers come from and reward them for it. 

Return to SPNM and CMN 

My contacts with ACE have been reasonably positive (i.e. successful grant applications). 
SAM needs to re-establish the strong participatory membership base that was lost when 
SPNM was merged with other organisations. Urgent action also needs to be taken to re-
establish the important archival service of the British Music Information Centre. UK must 
be the only major country that does not have a Music Information Centre. 

Promotion! Publicity! We have a country full of outstanding composers of classical music. 
Who knows?? 

Considering new ways (formats, competitions, commissions) that new music can be 
supported. 

I've found it very difficult to get interest from either of them. funding in particular seems 
less about the music and more about your ability to fill in the form... 

What the BMIC and SPNM did before. 

A lot of the work done is good but probably they should try to engage a bit more with the 
different types of activities happening across the UK. 

Supporting a wider range of activities and providing a platform for sharing info and 
opportunities. 

Encouraging everyone to accept that the world is changing but not to throw the baby out 
with the bathwater 

Supporting high level professional work across a range of disciplines and approaches, and 
working to support and develop young/student composers. 

channelling money into supporting composers who are producing really good work and not 
those blowing in whatever wind there is for attracting funds 

Various more open systems for encouraging different ways of creating new music 

developing new audiences 

Taking risks, probably. To be sure, this ought to be on the untried and untested as much 
as possible. Yet it also needs to be recognised that 'established' composers may well still 
need Arts Council support at some points in their careers. I'd also personally welcome a 
greater outward focus: understandably these bodies have a particular concern for the UK, 
and yet there is greater dialogue going on between composers in mainland Europe and 
North America than between any of those groups and the composers who *seem* to be 
most supported by SAM. I'm aware in writing this that my own aesthetic tastes run more 
to what goes on outside the UK, so it's hardly an innocent view, but I am concerned that 
the UK could continue to be beaten with the stick of an island mentality which I'd hope is 
on the wane. I'm also concerned--whether the charge is fair or not--that perceptions that 
SAM is a London-centric organisation persist. 

Search out what's been going on for the past 60 years; find really great music and then 
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help it develop. It does seem like the idea of 'newness' and 'concept driven' music 
dominates. (But I'm getting old - the idea of tradition and the gentle fostering of talent is 
perhaps out of date). 

I doubt that SAM is redeemable. The same marginalization of score-based contemporary 
music is evident in the arts councils, whose value-systems explicitly now favour 
'community' and start-up activities; for example a composer producing the next in a series 
of artistically successful discs of music cannot get AC support because of having had funds 
for a previous project... sums needed to enable such projects are not great but the 
regulations limit ACNI (for example) to 'first-time' discs. It would make more sense at 
least to recognize the viability and track-record of applications by reduced grants.   Re 
commissioning, it would be much fairer to reduce support-levels to enable more projects: 
composers are mostly inured to lousy remuneration, but for reasons of artistic 
commitment more projects would go ahead if there were a 'contribution' level, so that 
many more got e.g. £750. The paperwork involved in seeking commissions from ACs since 
the advent of Lottery etc is completely prohibitive; I would not consider trying now. 

I think SPNM did many things very very well.  My main concern is that there is no 
distinction in our current infra-structure between good and bad music.   Good composers 
are shunned and very poor composers will get Proms commissions if they know the right 
people.  Everyone knows this and it is widely discussed.   Most composers have no faith, 
for instance, in the probity of commissioning bodies due to the widespread use of 
nepotism and misplaced favouritism.   I'd note the manner in which composers-in-
association are appointed to orchestras - an utter lack of transparency that appears to 
other musicians to smack of, well, corruption.   All opportunities for composers should be 
open to application.  Proms commissions should be applied for by interested composers.  
Please note I am not moaning about myself.  I am thinking of composers of genius who 
are completely ignored - such as James Woods. 

they should not be listening to the voice of a tiny minority of unrepresentative and out-of-
date ideologues whingeing about how badly they're served, who at the same time 
denigrate and see as "marginal" the very contemporary musics that today have a vibrant 
and living presence in our culture - improv, electroacoustics, sound art, installation art, 
etc. A broader, more pluralistic, more challenging, and more genuinely contemporary 
approach is needed in opposition to the Maxwell Davies and Birtwistles, and their 
imitators! 

To support the creation of new art music. In any way, shape or form, using any medium. 
They should not hold on to archaic views of how to compose but they should support 
exciting, non commercial ideas. concepts and projects. Artists will always need this 
support. 

making it easier to hear new work and find out about composers (national database of 
composer info, make all concert recordings available online - assuming 
composers/performers agree to a broad and simple licence), create opportunities for new 
music at all levels regardless of style. 

Promoting performances of new works by less well known composers; creating composer 
opportunities 

Increasing funding to the sector partly but more importantly increasing the profile of 
contemporary music in today's culture. It's rapidly disappearing from the wider cultural 
landscape and once lost will be impossible to get back. The fabric of performers, venues, 
promoters, festivals, broadcasters needs strengthening. We must champion the 
phenomenal talent we have here rather than denigrating the community as elitist and 
irrelevant. I think we need a series of posts for the public engagement of contemporary 
music, as we have in physics (Stephen Hawking), biology (Richard Dawkins) and 
mathematics (Marcus du Sautoy). 

It should have more composer involvement in its policy making exercise, keep its doors 
open to new music creators and its performers when it comes to making decisions. SaM 
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and ACE should make sure it is an organisation set up to serve the new music community, 
do things as required by the members of this community. Instead of dictating the 
activities of new music practitioners by way of financial manipulation or favouring 
headline-making policy (a.k.a. 'visions'). 

Establishing a framework within which composers can find willing performers, and 
performers can more easily get funding to commission new work. Especially, this 
framework should be simple and should include small-scale, financially-modest 
performances and commissions, not just grand projects. 

Distributing the lion's share of all monies from royalties to all bona fide music composers. 
Also encouraging new music composition and promoting professionalism in the field. 

Supporting genuine projects and composers and not financing feasability studies whose 
main benefit is to those carrying out the study or holes in the ground for collecting 
rainwater 

Supporting them. There is not enough space here to account for the many problems that 
ACE has with composers, but one thing stands out, a bias and an inability to stick to their 
own criteria. Even if one adjusts a project to their criteria, whether it be children, public 
enagagement, disability, etc the result is always negative. Basically, ACE has a massive 
problem with supporting new music. 

Supporting 'classical' composers of all musical styles and genres 

Developing partnerships with businesses and foundations to create more sources for 
commission funding 

They should care more about the composers and the actual music scene needs, than just 
working on their own aims and objectives 

Promoting more opportunities for composers to work with performers through residencies 
and to promote more subsequent performances of new works. 

Nothing. A vast quantity of subsided dross obscures music that appeals. 

Both need to support old-fashioned craft - use it or lose it! 

The Arts Council should go back to having a panel of expertise deciding which projects 
deserve sponsorship and take into account the craftsmanship and quality of the work 
more than what sort of audience is expected to have. 

I wouldn't say that the previous dispensation was perfect by any means. The problem with 
SAM seems to be that, instead of swinging back, the pendulum swung on. I think it's up to 
people of all sorts (not just composers) to work with what systems are in place and exploit 
them to their own best advantage. If we have a means to influence the systems, good. I 
would like any system to recognize that Fashion has no place in lasting/classical music, 
and to enquire whether, for example, a composer can tell if a wrong note is played in a 
performance. In which case ....  But then, I'm ..... 

Providing ways for unknown composers who are not part of the mainstream (i.e. not 
empolyed or working at Universities) to advertise and promote their compositions. 

Be much broader in their approach. They have concentrated too much on a very narrow 
type of new 'contemporary' music and this has a very small audience I feel. They don't 
represent jazz or other popular forms very well. 

Ha ha!   Stop adopting smarmy corporatism and start believing in creativity whether or 
not it makes sense to the uninitiated on a single half-attentive hearing.  You did ask 
"should".  But SAM has to honour other commitments and is most unlikely to do this more 
than 5% of its time. 

giving small grants to many rather than large ones to a few 

Have more opportunities published. Specifically search for the opportunities to offer to 
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composers. 

Providing an archive of British music, not only new but the whole repertoire (the BMIC 
was becoming a very good resource). Supporting artists performing British music abroad, 
and pressurising them to do so. 

Creating opportunities for lesser known composers with demonstrated potential to apply 
for commissions - adjudicated by a panel of experienced, but not narrow-minded (i.e., 
strict followers of just one method or style) experts. 

Make it easier for commissioners to create opportunities 

Quite simply providing a proper support structure to improve commission funding, funding 
of performances, heightening of composers' profiles via a properly-functioning information 
centre 

They should be making sure music and arts of all kinds are opened out to as wide a public 
as possible, not just to a small elite in crowd as happens at the moment.  In PRS and Arts 
Council literature, it's always the same old crowd who get their photos in and their 
dreadful pieces written about.  Amongst the general public, it gets classical music a very 
bad name.  They think all composers compose music of the kinds offered by this in crowd! 

Certainly give more practical encouragement. 

Promoting and trying to raise the profile of contemporary music, and supporting young 
and emerging composers with far more opportunities than it currently offers. 

Promoting them, and providing more opportunities for emerging professional composers. 

Representing the whole world of contemporary music not just what they have decided is 
fashionable. 

List details of competitions etc but also give advice on how to get started in a career as a 
composer - how to find commissions, what to charge, negotiating with 
performers/commissioners, how to be noticed etc. 

Setting up professional opportunities, paid at a professional wage. 

 

Repeat performances 

15. What do you think could/should be done to encourage repeat performances 
of new works? - Open-Ended Response 

Writing better music (7). 

It really depends on the scale of the work: some vocal pieces are performed often, 
whereas orchestral pieces are infrequently repeated.  Support of repeat performances 
would be good! 

More Arts council funding should be made available to perform and showcase the talent of 
composers in this country. At the moment it appears that funding is being diverted away 
from this art form. 

Replace the widespread subsidy for young "artists" at e.g. music clubs by the Munster 
Trust etc with more support for music to have second perfs of music by living composers. 
Grants from ACE for performers to enable  this 

Writing for specific performers. 

I believe in self help! asdfasdfasdfasdfasdfasdfasdfasdfasdfasdfsadf We are part of an 
informal network of regional composers' organisations across the country. Our policy is to 
promote performances and repeat performances of our own music. We have been 
reasonably successful in getting public and private grants to help us to do this. 
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Performing bodies need more financial support. If they are only just breaking even, they 
will not perform new music. 

More long term/ series of programming for ensembles 

Some performances seem badly thought out- when a piece is high concept or 
experimental, for example, then a workshop or talk can help further understanding of the 
piece. 

Education of agents, promoters and artists. Teachers need to know far more about our 
music in general. 

Try to make the works flexible enough that they can be performed in different types of 
environments and also reach different kinds of audiences. Unfortunately the New Music 
scene in this country is a bit of a ghetto and is not take very seriously by audiences and 
the media. 

Acknowledge 5th or 10th performances of a new piece as a special event, as a premiere is 
celebrated. 

More schemes which focus on celebrating existing work in live performance 

Build commissions around tours and/or a sequence of pre-planned performances, rather 
than commissioning works when only a single performance is planned. 

forbid performers from repeating the canonic repertoire continually 

Make this a priority in various funded schemes 

encourage collaborative commissioning 

My own experience is that repeat performances come from writing better music and being 
better at engaging performers with the music such that they *want* to perform pieces a 
second, third, fourth, etc. time. I'm aware, though, that this is hardly helpful information! 
At least something might be considered in terms of encouraging projects which have just 
this dimension built in from the outset. If carefully funded, regional touring is eminently 
manageable if in dialogue with universities which specifically promote, support, and teach 
composition. My own institution asdfasdfasdf, would I'm sure be very interested in 
discussing how we could play a part in becoming such a hub. I cannot imagine that other 
institutions in other parts of the country would not be interested in considering similar 
ideas, not least since such a move would help those institutions with their own impact 
agendas. It would also, of course, help to mitigate against any potential accusations of 
London-centrism. 

Better communication between performers, composers and promoters. 

The large institutions (London and other orchestras) need to wake up to this, and lose the 
obsession with premieres in favour of using artistic judgement to seek out worthwhile 
existing repertoire. This would reduce commissions for a small number of favoured 
composers, but would divert resources to supporting a wider range of worthwhile new 
music for their audiences, who don't care if they are hearing a premiere or an 8-year old 
piece. 

The only thing that would ensure this would be a complete and total overhaul of the 
manner in which music is practiced.   Our culture will collapse and be reborn before such a 
change comes about.   THe only factor that we can use here for now is the relationship 
between composer and performer. 

radically rethink the entirely inappropriate obsession with premieres, rethink new music 
funding from the ground up, stop seeing the commission and the premiere as the marker 
of value - focus more on the music and the musicians and less on the "gatekeepers" who 
run the big venues. 

more concerts maybe? more education, more music in more places (schools for example, 
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maybe more writing for schoolkids) 

Well, it depends on the genre: relatively easy for choir, wind ensemble and solo/duo 
pieces and very hard for larger chamber/ensemble/orchestral works. More opportunities 
involving professional and student ensembles should be encouraged and 
arranged.Ensemble/orchestra directors should be consulted as to programminbg 

A second performance funding scheme. Performance groups aren't interested in selling a 
second performance - the work just dies, particularly if it's large-scale. 

Include options to include a season or multiple performance schedule as part of a 
performance contract. 

A central hub of new music information (which should have been a job for the 'BMIC-
Brach' of SaM) drawing the attention of performers to new works. Database of premieres 
visible to ensembles/performers. 

For me and many non-established composers, the difficulty is finding performers. 

A better educated public with more curiosity and less predictability. 

A recent festival called Second Glance was an excellent festival and I am surprised it 
appears to have discontinued - it is exactly the sort of thing the Arts Council should 
support. 

Of course, it depends on the piece. sometimes might undertake a commission knowing 
that it will only get one performance - and charge accordingly. But most of my pieces get 
multiple performances 

How about a fund for composers to apply to, to have archive recordings made of the 
premieres which will help enormously in the promotion of those works? 

Concert socities should become more open to the new or unfamiliar and snot be stuck on 
the few "famous" names in contemporary music 

Maybe we should start writing more stuff that audiences enjoy! Many of the premieres I've 
attended over the years have been too great a challenge and not particularly enjoyable. 

So much depends on who you know.often doing a favour to the other party is part and 
parcel of achieving a second(let alone a first performance! Even successful policy here 
takes months ,if noy year/s to achieve 

There is almost no promotion for composers. Publishers don't do it, promoters are scare, 
there is only one New music festival left in the country, Radio 3 has only one programme 
on a Saturday night. This is driving new music away from people. 

We could have a freely accessible database open to all composers 

Promotion by the commissioning body helps:  ie:  The body could report favourably (of 
course) on a new piece. 

Play them twice at the first performance (this sometimes happens). 

The old Arts Council stipulation of three performances failed: and rightly, because if the 
performers don't feel the piece is much good, we should not insist on cluttering the NM 
scene with anything less than the best, which makes room for a newe piece and should be 
better audience-building.  Essentially, its up to us to produce wonderful works, then 
funding for deuxiemes would b the ideal. 

small grants to many small organisations eg small opera companies to subsidise 
performances of my operas 

The artists (and, even more difficult, agents) are the ones who should be propagandising 
for British works. 

Available Recordings to societies 
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1. Compose music worth hearing & enjoyed by the public;  2. Give music directors a great 
say in programming and championing composers, so that repeats are not largely pushed 
through by major publishers or other organisations, unless there is demonstrated 
audience demand. 

The larger the resources required, the more difficult it is to repeat work. As promoters 
always seem to go for the same names, over and over again! 

I suppose that the reality is I'm more interested in getting performances full stop - 
anymore than one performance is a bonus in my book! 

Any commission terms should specify & guarantee a set number of performances.  
Publishers should be far more proactive in securing repeats. Many composers live away 
from centres of contemporary music performance and are therefore not regarded as 'part 
of the scene' by performers & promoters 

Make sure you write music that's attractive to people so they want to hear it again. 

Financial incentives to promoters and attractive publicity to potential audiences. 

More concerts, more concerts for new composers, 

It depends on the specific circumstances of the piece/commission. I'm not sure there are 
any general comments to be made about this. 

young orchestras/ensembles aware of works and able to purchase performing rights more 
easily in order to perform them. ambitious youth outfits are always on the lookout for 
challenging music to play. 

From my point of view, the hardest world to persuade is the orchestral world. They have 
to start showing real interest in new music and championing British composers, or else 
they will just become a museum of popular classics. 

Lots of promotion and having a good relationship with numerous ensembles etc 

Something like the SPNM shortlist would be ideal, giving performers a repertoire to choose 
from. 

 

Final questions 

18. Do you get a fair share of payment when your music is performed in small 
venues? - Please comment 

It is important to ensure that small venues have PRS licenses 

The size of the venue does not affect the amount of time and effort put in to write the 
music in the first place! 

The administration is too cumbersome for a small venue (2) 

more often than not, the promoter makes money, the venue makes money, the engineer 
makes more, and the performer/ composer invites all their friends and barely breaks 
even, this more so in London venues, obv. 

Often not reported 

It is difficult to say much here, as very few people involved in these sorts of events get a 
'fair share of payment' 

I compose electroacoustic music. What do you mean by payment? 

All too often, performance in small venues results in no payment at all. It doesn't register 
with PRS. 

haven't been asked to fill out appropriate forms for years 
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because there is no longer a PRS classical subsidy 

I am pleased if people want to perform my music. I don't actually expect to profit by it. 

I am more concerned about my music being performed than about payment 

some small venues tend not to be covered by PRS 

too small to be of benefit 

Not always. Depends on returns from venues (I think) 

No performance royalties at all unless I provide PRS with clear evidence, and even then 
not always, since audience size is also a factor, as well as venue registration with PRS. 

Mostly they're carol arrangements in the Novello Book 

Never been paid / paid nothing (4) [schools mentioned (2)] 

 

19. Are there any other issues which you think are of vital importance to 
contemporary composers which you think the ISM should be focussing on? - 
Open-Ended Response 

The ISM could promote concerts of new music...? 

provide a voice for contemporary composers to be heard and valued within the Arts 
Council 

Contemporary performances too often suffer from inadequate rehearsal. As a result, first 
performances fail to make an impact and the works are never performed again. More 
realistic funding helps to secure more rehearsal time. 

You should be doing your best to ensure that PRS keeps an exclusive assignment. 

If we don't support live new music, music will die. 

Meeting other composers and sharing experiences 

I find it hard to generate work and opportunities for myself, having not attended a high 
profile institution and being of a difficult age [mid-30s]. I'd be really interested in seeing 
more workshops and open sessions from commissioning organisations, orchestras and 
public bodies to allow them access to new and different composers and create networking 
pathways / opportunities to work with live musicians 

There is little support for CD releases and also little support for encouraging emerging 
composers at institutions like where I work. 

Recordings are vital and they provide a legacy, so more initiatives to capture and 
disseminate unusual or special events. 

We are told so frequently that our music is a tiny and dwindling commercial element (e.g. 
in PRS) that we are in danger of being complicit in a narrative about our own artistic 
unimportance. Yet events presenting modern music are supported and enjoyed by their 
audience, albeit - like that for all areas of music - a minority of the whole. It is time that 
the obsession with audience-width ("bums on seats") was discredited as a metric, in 
favour of a more realistic and sensitive representation of the diversity of music's goals. 
This takes a campaign to vaunt the qualitative importance for many people of unfamiliar 
classical music, as opposed to the endless focus on 'small' audiences. Chamber music 
reaches untold millions by comparison with those in the court chambers of the 1780s; why 
is that audience 'small'? Because popular musics are designed for mass consumption, their 
metric is then applied falsely to the health of other musical discourses. Secondly...  the 
audience size (in UK, at least) is a reflection of the craven abandonment of serious music 
education in many syllabus areas of secondary music in the UK. The 'participation 
agenda', that encourages schools music to concentrate on putting on shows, bands etc, 
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has been allowed to marginalize and drop serious education on music since 1900, so it is 
small wonder that the numbers discovering the work of concert-hall composers since 1900 
are dwindling. 

Yes. Fairness and transparency of opportunity for composers. 

develop local new music and stop wasting money on "stars". 

The key is to develop the teaching of the subject at schools and in HE. The knowledge of 
Cont Music at Conservatoire performance depts is shocking. 

My main concern is that composers get the chance and the support to hear their works 

Many. The world has changed and there should be a lot more support, esp for composers 
who don't have running contracts with publishers. Composers should have the right to 
recall their works from publishers if the publishers no longer support them. At the 
moment, the publishers have the upper hand. The greatest probably is the PRS having 
decimated classical composers's royalties through the abolition of the Music Subsidy. This 
should be addressed as a matter of major concern, as composition has become so 
unremunerative as to be hardly worth doing. It rarely provides a livelihood. 

Since the disastrous way SaM has been ruining the spirit of the new music community, it 
has became an even more competitive, bitchy, and unfriendly environment. Good 
composers maybe not be the best PR or networking machine. With the decline of the work 
of SPNM and BMIC, there we observed composers whose music's quality is not necessary 
proportional to the attention/opportunities given to them. 

The legal issues of contracts for music publishing and performance artistry. 

A better relationship between composers and tv/media companies. Too many middle men 
trying to get a slice of the cake. 

The present cultural climate is at best neutral in terms of 'classical' music, whereas once it 
was supported much more widely. 

-More should be done for composers who are not part of the mainstream, who are not 
employed by Universities, who do composition as part or a side of teaching privately.  -
Not all composers agree with the idea of intellectual property and the obsession with 
performance rights 

1.  Trying to decide whether to self publish.  2.  Finding publishers who will promote. 

Make the PRS/MCPS a more open and approachable organisation. Restore the printed 
version of the PRS/MCPS newsletter to encourage members to read it. Promote 
composition competitions that are open to composers regardless of age. 

Where to start?  BBC has become a casualty.  My asdfasdfasdf song on asdfasdfasdfasdf 
was broadcast complete, bringing in 7p. 

all the grant money goes for performances of works by dead composers 

More opportunities published and sent via emails. Free opportunities to enter, not 
competitions which require money spent on submissions. Offer some venues free for hire 
where the composers can perform their music and sell the CD/s of their work. 

The difficulty in funding recordings, since several former sources have stopped doing this. 

Not convinced that SAM or traditional organisations have ever yet done as much as they 
could to develop new talent and build a firm infrastructure for such. 

a great deal of contemporary 'classical' music requires few if any of the melody and 
harmony skills currently taught in schools, once they reach university, accessibility is 
tantamount to a criminal act, yet it is inaccessible music that attracts funding, given that 
it attracts small audiences 

Any means of bringing contemporary classical music to a more central point in our culture.  
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At present, it's barely even marginalised. R3 can do far more than it currently does in this 
respect. 

De-stigmatisation of the word 'contemporary'. It's OK in the other arts. Perhaps we need 
to make most of our music more accessible. 

This is a good start. Anything which will the composers more confidence will be good. 

More commissions, hopefully! 

This country's press has totally lost interest in composers as people worthy of interview 
and publicity. You hardly ever see composers interviewed in the press as so few 
journalists know how to talk about new music. If interviewed they tend to be men/young. 

 

21. Do you have any case studies or examples of when you have faced 
challenges as a composer? - Please provide details 

We face challenges all the time. Conductors and performers who don't understand the 
music; venues that impose high room rental charges for rehearsal and performance 
space; small audiences and resultant low box office returns. 

As an older woman, I still remember the days when just being a woman was a huge 
disadvantage. Thank goodness, this does not apply so much today, but one is always 
aware the situation could reverse. Also, as a composer of classical music, one is always 
having to finance one's activities oneself. I have never earned enough in any one year, to 
have supported the musical activities of that year. This despite being considered good 
enough to have had commission from the BBC and other similar organisations. The BBC 
commissions I have received did not pay me as much as if I had put that time into 
cleaning the toilets at Broadcasting House. Similarly all other commissions. Are cleaners, 
clerks, security staff etc more important to the BBC than composers? 

Pitching for composition commissions, the transparency of the process and communication 
of the final outcomes/ project realisation. 

So many! most often, quite simply it's the remuneration offered for what is actually a very 
time consuming job. I know barely any composers who can make a living from writing 
music alone without supplementing it with teaching / performing / day jobbing. 

Collaboration can be tricky - with other artists, and companies 

ACE and similar bodies needs greater clarity in their systems 

Where to start...    It would be worth adding that the PRS Foundation funding should 
apparently be viewed, along with SAM and ACs, as prejudiced against 'lone-worker' 
composition projects. It appears almost impossible to frame a project of sufficient 
exoticism or cross- cultural relevance to secure their support, causing immense frustration 
across the enormous range of wonderful musicians who apply. We are all fully aware of 
the tiny resources vs amount of projects, but here (as in above proposal re ACs) it would 
make more sense to give trickle-support, if much less than asked for, to a much wider 
range of applications. 

asdfasdfasdfasdfasdfasdfasdfasdfasdf I was a self-taught composers. WIth the help of 
SPNM Shortlist, I would not be a composer today, nor will I get the open-opportunities 
given to me via the Shortlist. As a late starter (or any starter), open policy is a fairer 
initiative to give a greater number of budding composers the first pushes they need. 

c. 20 years of serious composing has been full of challenges. Depending on what sort of 
case studies you are looking for... 

I write a great deal of light music which goes well on documentaries, films, some tv 
programming. Increasingly American handling agencies/companies want you to hand over 
rights to your music (usually 50%) without any guarantee that they will place it or have 
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any plan for promoting it. Difficult to resist in case they do something with it impossible to 
police due to the lack of any overall collecting body in the US. On two occasions I have not 
signed contracts because of this lack of protection and they won't deal with my UK 
publisher who has an agent in the US. 

The dreaded Unlimited Commissions, an ACE-supported project for disabled composers 
and the Olympics. If you study the outcome of three rounds, forty five projects in all were 
selected, none involve a classical composer and do not involve classical music. I was 
advised after failing at the first round, if I were to make it a 'fusion' piece otherwise it 
would not be worth applying again. 

If not previously clear, I am a 'composer' in the sense that I compose rather than in the 
sense that I work as a composer full- or even part-time. 

Robert Sherlaw Johnson was a blinkered teacher, but, I discovered, a fair sample of the 
subsidised classical music world.  I'm not very confident that anyone appointed to any 
Arts Council would have the confidence/taste/flair to promote the worthwhile thing - I 
would not, myself, probably. If we stopped thinking that the world/state owed us a living, 
and had the firmness to produce what we believe in, regardless of reward, that would at 
least be honest. You should address head-on the question of composition as research, 
which is the new major distorting factor. 

Some years ago I was published by  asdfasdff.   asdfasdf products looked good, but his 
business sense was nil.  asdfasdfasdfasdfasdfasdfasdfasdfasdfasdf many composers went 
without.    Also, some of my works are difficult to obtain, after several years have elapsed 
since they were published. 

I compose often for amateur performers who sometimes do not have the ability to 
perform modern 20th/ 21st Century music. I often have to simplify my scores. 

It would be nice for someone to explain one day why it is easier for a composer such as 
myself to obtain airplay and publicity in America than Britain. There seem to be more 
"gatekeepers" in this country perhaps - in both radio/BBC and through the influence of 
major publishers? Perhaps SAM might be filling gaps or creating opportunities to allow a 
more rounded picture of composition in this country. 

tonal music is now regarded as ‘naive’ and this alienates serious composers, driving them 
into the 3 minute pop world 

I've certainly had several problems with publishers, particularly in terms of royalty 
payments. Also publishers printing music but not making any effort to sell it. 

          f                            f                                                f                         f                 
[< Large commission cancelled] Offers of new orchestral works to some of our major 
orchestras have gone unacknowledged. 

I was in a band. I wasn't the song writer, however, as the leader of the brass section, I 
arranged the brass parts and even after I left the band due to differences with the band 
leader (who was previously a friend), my horn parts continued to be used without my 
permission. As there was no contract, I had no rights. 

asdfasdfasdf recently performed an arrangement of mine sdafsdafsdfasd and refused to 
even pay me for copies (asdfasdfasdfasdfasdfasdfasdfa). A few weeks after the 
performance, they received a donation asdfasdfas. I still haven't even received the PRS 
dues, as it appears the concerts haven't yet been put up on the PRS site. I'd reluctantly 
given them the music for free on the understanding that there might be future 
opportunities, but the conductor has now said they are unlikely to commission any new 
music in future. That was kind of shit. 

 


